What is Swimfit?
Swimfit is a pool fitness programme that the ASA (Amateur Swimming
Association) have designed to encourage/ motivate swimmers to swim more
often. Swimfit provides everything you need to motivate, challenge and
supports you to reach your fitness goals. Whether that’s to lose weight, full
body tone, improve stroke technique or just to become fitter and stronger.
Swimfit is a fun and effective way to get those results you want, and because
water is 800 times denser than air you are most likely to get there a lot quicker
than any other workouts.
Swimfit is a tool to aid the public to participate in physical water based
exercise. It is also a great way to improve your fitness and wellbeing without
having to enter a gym. The great thing about Swimfit is you can tailor sessions
to your individual needs. There is a display board located on poolside with 30
session cards ranging in different length, abilities and fitness levels. There are
three main ways customers can partake in Swimfit they are listed below.
1. Swimfit Activate + (Diss Leisure Centre Only)
This session will take place on Tuesday evening from 18:15 – 19:15. Swimfit + is
led by a fully qualified Swimfit instructor. The instructor will take you through
your very own pool workout. They will also be able to offer you a wealth of
knowledge and understanding in all four strokes to improve technique.
Classes are free of charge to members
Non‐members £6.00
Non‐members with Leisure Passport £3.00
Booking is advisable
2. Swimfit Activate
This is a session where customers can come and use the Swimfit cards during
public swims. Swimfit cards can be found on the board on poolside at any time.
Meaning that they can get the most out of there swims using the structured
workout card. There are thirty cards in total ranging from 10 – 120 lengths for
anyone to use.
There is no extra charge to use this service.
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